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Here at LLK we like to consider ourselves the pizza people, experts in 

supplying pizza equipment to the UK. The one stop shop for all things 

pizza related, we offer a wide range of standard pizza accessories and 

other bits and pieces that will help set up a great pizza concept in your 

establishment.

Made from only the highest quality material, our accessories are 

suitable for each and every establishment. Our standard range of  pizza 

accessories are reliable, professional and affordable. If your looking for 

more of an investment in your tools, check out our Italian manufactured 

range of luxury pizza accessories.

We supply 
economically 

priced accessories 
for any 

establishment.

Accessories
S T A N D A R D

llk .



Black iron is the term given to products 
made from mild steel, not to it’s colour. 
They are more robust than aluminium 
especially when baking at very high 
temperatures.

If space is at a minimum then separator 
discs are ideal. They allow your pans to be 
stacked one on top of another, saving work 
space when proving bases in the pan.

Aluminium pans do not need to be 
seasoned as they will not rust. However, 
it is generally considered wise to oil these 
pans as it helps to create a non-stick fi nish.

Stacking racks are ideal for pizza pans, 
trays, screens and separators. They are 
available with 4, 11 or 15 shelves that can 
be wall mounted to save space.

The perforated coupé style pans is a heavy 
duty version of the pizza screen with 
slightly larger perforations.

Extend the life of your dough tray with this 
piece of equipment. 

They’re also great for turning or fl ipping 
hamburgers or pizzas.

Other sizes availableOther sizes available

Other sizes available

Please note: Always buy separator discs 2” larger than the 
base diameter of the pan you are using.

Images are for display purposes only and might not be a true representation of the product as production changes from time to time.

Model Diameter Depth Base

AETCBIP9 9” 3/4” Thin Crust

AETCBIP10 10” 3/4” Thin Crust

AETCBIP12 12” 3/4” Thin Crust

AETCBIP16 16” 3/4” Thin Crust

AEDDBI9 9” 1” Deep Pan

AEDDBI10 10” 1” Deep Pan

AEDDBI12 12” 1” Deep Pan

AEDDBI16 16” 1” Deep Pan

AEDD1.5BIP9 9” 1.5” Deep Pan

AEDD1.5BIP10 10” 1.5” Deep Pan

AEDD1.5BIP12 12” 1.5” Deep Pan

AEDD1.5BIP16 16” 1.5” Deep Pan

Model Shelves Gap

AEPPSR4 4 -

AEPPSR11 11 2.5”

AEPPSR15 15 1.5”

Model Description Length Width

AEPLWH Lifter 9.5” 3”

AEPT Turner 6” 3”

AEGS Griddle Scraper - 3”

AEDCS Cutter / Scraper 6” 4”

Model Diameter

AESD11 11”

AESD12 12”

AESD14 14”

AESD16 16”

AESD18 18”

Model Diameter

AECSP9 9”

AECSP10 10”

AECSP12 12”

AECSP16 16”

Model Diameter Depth Base

AETCAP9 9” 3/4” Thin Crust

AETCAP10 10” 3/4” Thin Crust

AETCAP12 12” 3/4” Thin Crust

AETCAP16 16” 3/4” Thin Crust

AEDDAP9 9” 1” Deep Pan

AEDDAP10 10” 1” Deep Pan

AEDDAP12 12” 1” Deep Pan

AEDDAP16 16” 1” Deep Pan

AEDD1.5AP9 9” 1.5” Deep Pan

AEDD1.5AP10 10” 1.5” Deep Pan

AEDD1.5AP12 12” 1.5” Deep Pan

AEDD1.5AP16 16” 1.5” Deep Pan

*Sizes available 7” - 20”

Black Iron Pans Aluminium Pans Coupé Pans

Separator Discs Stacking Racks Turners/ Scrapers
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The aluminium pizza paddles have a 
wooden handle and are the easiest way of 
inserting pizzas and removing hot pizzas 
from the oven.

Pizza screens have many uses from baking 
whole pizzas and calzones to re-heating 
pizza slices. They produce an evenly baked 
crisp base due to the amount of hot air 
transfer between the crust and oven 
chamber.

Made with a heavy duty one piece 
moulded plastic handle, these cutters are 
available with 4” and 5” stainless steel 
wheels making them suitable for deeper 
products. 

Dough dockers are used to expel trapped 
air in the dough after proving. 
To use, simply roll over the dough.

We offer the most popular and common 
dough tray complete with positive slide 
stacking to ensure secure tray stacking. 
We also offer the dough tray lid to 
ensure a secure fi t and dolly for easy 
movement around the kitchen.

This brush contains bristles for cleaning 
deep inside your pizza oven. It also has a 
scraper to help remove those stubborn 
pieces of dirt. A great all round tool for 
maintaining a busy pizza oven.

*Sizes available 7” - 20”

Model Paddle Length

AEPEEL7 7” x 7” 23”

AEPEEL9S 9” x 9” 22.5”

AEPEEL9M 9” x 9” 31.5”

AEPEEL9L 9” x 9” 48”

AEPEEL12S 12” x 12” 25”

AEPEEL12M 12” x 12” 35”

AEPEEL12L 12” x 12” 52”

AEPEEL16 16” x 16” 40”

Model Brush Head Handle

AEPOB 10” 40”

Model Description Width

AEDDHD Heavy Duty 5”

AEDDDEEP Deep 4.75”

AEDDTHIN Thin 4.75”

Model Description Dimensions

AEDT Dough Tray 600 x 400 x 75mm

AEDTL Tray Lid -

AEDTD Dough Tray Dolly -

Model Wheel size Colour

AEPC4W 4” White

AEPC4R 4” Red

AEPC4G 4” Green

AEPC5W 5” White

AEPC5R 5” Red

AEPC5G 5” Green

Model Diameter

AEPS9 9”

AEPS10 10”

AEPS12 12”

AEPS14 14”

AEPS16 16”

Peel and brush 
handles can be 

cut to your 
required length.

Oven Brush Dough Docker Dough Trays

Pizza Peels Pizza Cutters Pizza Screens
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This range 
is ideal for 
takeaways.

For a fast safe can opening, the Bonzer 
can openers are simple to use and 
designed for opening all shapes. Even 
the heaviest cans can be opened easily 
and safely.

The pizza peel hanger is wall mounted to 
help maintain a tidy cooking area.

Our wonderful oregano/parmesan 
shakers have a lexan base with the top 
being chrome plated.

It is a very popular item and ideal for 
most kitchens.

Portion control spoodles allow accurate 
portioning when used with pizza sauces 
and toppings.

The pizza pan grippers are used to 
remove the hot pizza pan from the oven.  
We have a great range available. They 
are available for deep pans and shallow 
pans.

This impressive tool cuts thin or deep 
pan pizza into uniform sections. Made 
from heavy gauge stainless steel, the 
cutter has two nylon handles. 

Model Description

AES2RHP 2oz Red Handle - Perforated

AES3BEHP 3oz Beige Handle - Perforated

AES4GHP 4oz Green Handle - Perforated

AES2RH 2oz Red Handle

AES3BEH 3oz Beige Handle

AES4GH 4oz Green Handle

AES5YH 5oz Yellow Handle

AES6BLH 6oz Black Handle

AES-8BH 8oz Blue Handle

Model Description

AEPS 12oz Shaker

Model Uses

AEPG Universal

AEPGAL Universal

AEPGTHIN Thin Crust

AEPGDEEP Deep Pans

Model Blade size Handle colour

AEPRKBK 14” Black

AEPRKGR 14” Green

Model

AEPH

Model

AEBONZER

Spoodles Pan Grippers Rocker Blades

Parmesan Shaker Can Opener Pizza Peel Hanger
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This range 
is ideal for 
takeaways.

Our wall mounted dispensing unit, makes it quick and easy to add sanitising stations to any establishment. 
Perfect for back offi ce areas, commercial kitchens, staff rooms and entrance ways.

PLEASE NOTE: This is a dispensing unit only, chemicals are not inclued.

Key features
• Dibond board

• Strong, manual 1L capacity dispenser with level view window

• Open fi ll for easy top up

• Comes boxed with screws and plugs

• Easy fi t, compact design

• 400mm H x 400mm W

Hand Santising Station
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